The current conditions of operation of domestic enterprises are determined by the eclecticism and insignificance of forms of management, which combine the emergence of new elements, characteristic market conditions, and the preservation of former elements. In full, this concerns the functioning of the construction sector. Its development is accompanied by the formation of economic relations, which at the same time bear the rudiments that determine the functioning of a hierarchically organized system, where there are no partnerships between public authorities and economic entities. They exacerbate the ambiguity of the processes taking place in construction, the lack of "transparency" in the allocation of land for construction, the manifestation of raider hobbies, the opacity of interaction with customers. In such circumstances, it is of particular importance to use modern tools to ensure the investment attractiveness of construction companies by forming and using a brand.

The role of the brand in today's market conditions is increasing, which is associated with fierce competition on the one hand, as well as globalization of economic space, structures, processes and phenomena on the other. Such conditions require a deep understanding of the concept of a brand that is evolving, transforming and becoming more complex. Identifying the factors that influence the formation and use of a brand will help formulate the concept of "brand".

In recent years, there has been an increase in the value of the brand of a construction company, but the level and features of its use indicate a decrease in the efficiency of its formation and use. The brand influences the interaction with customers of construction products, but does not provide a high level of relationships with different groups of stakeholders.

The article is about identifying the factors that influence the formation and use of a brand. The existing theoretical and methodological approaches to defining the brand of construction enterprises are investigated. Analyzes interdisciplinary terminology that influences the formation of brand definition, creates a holistic vision of the concept of "brand".

Introduction. Current business conditions require a rethinking of approaches to defining the brand of construction enterprises and the factors that influence its formation and use. In recent years, the functioning and development of construction companies have been determined by the ambiguity and decline in production and economic potential. These processes are influenced by external and internal factors, which largely contribute to certain imbalances and imbalances. In such circumstances, the importance of the brand of construction enterprises and the factors that influence its formation and use increases.

The purpose of the study is to identify the brand of construction companies and the factors that influence its formation and use.

To achieve this goal, the following tasks are solved:
- Substantiation of existing theoretical and methodological approaches to defining the brand of construction enterprises.
- Suggest the author's definition of the brand of construction companies.
- Identify factors that affect branding and branding.

An overview of the latest sources of research and publications.

Significant contribution to the development of theoretical and methodological provisions on brand definition, its formation and use have been made by: D. Aaker, E. Golubkov, K. Keller, O. Kendyukhov, F. Kotler, F. J. LePlais, K. Mamonov, J. Rendell, V. Tamberg, M. Haig and others.

Presenting main material

The research generalizes theoretical propositions and approaches to defining the brand, taking into account the directions of the construction industry. In particular, a symbolic approach (D. Aaker, F. Kotler, M. Haig) is defined, in which a brand is defined as a symbol whose purpose is to identify the goods and services of one manufacturer from its competitors, the manufacturer or producer group, or distinguish it from services or third-party
products created by a product company endowed with the unique personality that would most clearly set it apart from its competitors. The advantage of this approach is that it allows you to identify the characteristics that identify a brand among different groups of stakeholders. However, there are downsides - it is limited in nature because it ignores other important brand features [3].

Value approach (K. Keller, L. Chernatoni): A brand is characterized as a set of unique and positive associations that arise in the minds of consumers that add acceptable value to a product or service, an identified product, service, personality or place created in such a way that the consumer or buyer perceives the unique added value that best suits his needs. The positive side of the approach is that it provides an opportunity to generate value attributes of the brand, which creates the basis for ensuring its effective use. The disadvantages of this approach are the complexity of evaluating some of the elements in determining brand value.

Consumer Approach (Dallessandro, F. David, R. Sadriev, D. Ogul, M. McDonald, K. Mamonov): focuses on engaging with consumers and identifying consumer brand preferences, characterized as more than advertising or marketing is all that comes to mind about a product when they see its logo or hear the name. The brand identifies positions of lasting impression, holistic image that arises in the mind of the target audience at every contact with the trademark (own name), sign means related to that trademark (own name) and promotes the most complete achievement of the goals facing the trademark owner (own name). As part of the approach, the directions of creating the sum of the properties of a product are formed: its name, packaging and price, its history, reputation and method of advertising, which is a combination of the impression that it makes on the consumer [2].

Functional and emotional values of the brand are used to achieve consumer benefits through which it can convey an attractive and unique promise to its target audiences.

It is determined that the brand is aimed at providing the highest level of consumer perception of the product, its positive associations, or impressions, competitive advantages, which have a long-term character, oriented to the development of the company, consisting of subject, reputation, emotional characteristics [2].

The following characteristics are defined:
- subject matter - as a symbol, name, logo, trademark and other visual elements that differentiate a company or product from other similar companies or products;
- reputation - as image, reputation, characterizing the uniqueness of the brand and determining the place of the company or product in the market;
- qualitative - as a set of impressions, images or feelings that the consumer experiences when purchasing a product with the appropriate brand;
- quantitative - as a set of quantitative characteristics that are determined by the term of brand formation, the number of potential buyers of branded goods, the target audience associated with the brand, the number of buyers who use the product with the corresponding brand, the amount of funds that consumers are willing to pay for the branded product;
- functional - as a set of features or actions aimed at ensuring the realization of companies' capabilities to achieve competitive advantages and to ensure the growth of sales of goods and cash flows due to the sale of branded goods;
- value - as the added value or future added value that the consumer is ready to pay for the branded product;
- value - as a set of symbolic, unitary values or long-term assets aimed at meeting the economic, psychological, social and other needs of consumers. The application of the consumer approach allows us to shape the direction of consumer benefits of the branded product compared to others, determined by the tool that brings to consumers a whole combination of benefits, which for the sake of simplicity of presentation and description can be classified as solutions that satisfy the rational and emotional needs of customers. Its functional and emotional values are used to reach the presented positions, thanks to which the brand can convey to its target audiences an attractive and unique promise [2].

The disadvantage of this approach is: low level of information support for assessing the directions of formation of consumer benefits of a brand product, the complexity of determining the functional and emotional values of the brand. Approach based on the level of brand perception (A. Badin, M. Kupchinskaya, Y. Nesterova, M. Newmeyer, V. Orlov, Y. Prikhodchenko, J. Rendell, V. Tamberg): characterizes the brand from the point of view of the person it does not buy goods or services, it only purchases solutions to its problems. And only this problem determines the market product itself, the brand, and its advertising. As part of the approach, a paradigm is formed that each of the products must solve a unique problem or solve a known problem, but in a unique way. Brands are not "soul brands", they are simply stereotypes that the consumer has.

Stereotypes that make it easy to choose are those that contain the benefits that people will get from buying. Intuitive directions of brand perception through the formation of one's own personality are defined, brand is defined as a set of associations of consumers, business partners, contact audiences and staff with the real existing enterprise and its goods, which are determined by its values and distinguished among the competing enterprises. The benefits of the approach include the fact that brand preferences are generated through positive brand perception across different stakeholder groups. The disadvantages of the approach are: it is unclear how to evaluate the benefits of the brand by considering stereotypical thinking, reducing the quality of management decisions [2].

Characteristic approach (P. Bush and M. J. Houston, V. Vlasova, S. Garkavenko, J. Gregory, K. Keller, D. Knapp, F. J. LePla, L. Parker, E. Popov, J. Rendell, E. Sredina, N. Tesakov, P. Feldwick): focuses on important brand characteristics and attributes. The amount of information that buyers have received about a brand is formed
based on personal experience, advertising, packaging, other people's reviews, and more. And all this information is transformed under the influence of perception, own beliefs, social norms. Brand identity is what the company supplies itself to the market, something that is under its control. Emotional, psychological, and associative characteristics that shape the brand's attitude to different stakeholder groups are highlighted. Allows you to distinguish the characteristics and attributes of the brand, which creates advantages over other brands. The disadvantages of the approach are the complexity of identifying important characteristics and brand features [2].

Management approach (M. Mazuryk, K. Matsler, S. Grabner, Crater, S. Bidmon, N. Ivashova, M. Zhukova, I. Ryabov, G. Studinska, O. Farat): directions of brand creation and use in the system are formed enterprise management. Branding is defined as the art of building and promoting brands in order to shape long-term preferences in society. The main purpose of this process is to strengthen the relationship between the brand and the consumer. Consumers prefer the brand when the brand message is objective and its values are clearly positioned. Allows you to form a trust relationship, whereby consumers enjoy the use of the goods of this brand, determine the principles of brand management. The approach identified the necessity and complexity of forming brand management tools [2].

An approach in which a brand is characterized as an intangible asset (L. Balabanova, O. Rindin, A. Repiev): a brand is defined as an item of intangible assets that is valued by consumers; social psychology category; the insignificant amount of attributes of a product by which consumers have positive associations and distinguish it from competitors, namely the product, its name, symbol, manufacturer, characteristics, packaging, benefits, implies the presence of corporate culture. Defines the ability to display the brand in the existing accounting system. The complexity of defining attributes and associations to form and evaluate a brand has been established.

Classification approach (S. Budko, L. Didkovskaya, A. Fedorchenko, I. Yaroshenko, M. Yanenko): focus attention on brand classification characteristics and divide it into groups:
- by brand distribution;
- by assortment to which the brand belongs;
- by directions and features of brand usage;
- by level and market share related to brand products;
- the level of use of branding and branding tools;
- by the level of influence on the consumer.

Allow to form the basis for management decisions. A decrease in the level of information support in some of the presented classification groups was revealed.


- distinguish the following brand features:
  - a differentiating function of the brand, which is responsible for the ability to separate it from its analogues, to stand out in some way among competitors, to rise above the total number of analogues due to certain advantages or to emphasize its uniqueness;
  - brand value function: to find, create, add value to the object and ensure its receipt by the consumer;
  - the protective function of the brand, which protects the investments in the brand, guarantees the originality of origin to the consumer, which will be perceived through certain stable associations;
  - brand information function that gives the consumer the necessary information (influencing the formation of communication between them) about the object and is implemented through all existing information channels: audio (radio), video (television, video boards), print media (magazines, advertising leaflets etc.), the Internet that most manufacturers are betting on today;
  - the strategic function of the brand, which is linked to the brand management strategy and its development strategy, as well as the need to evaluate the factors influencing the brand and to determine the additional value that these factors bring to the brand [2].

The laws of brand formation and use are defined:
- distribution: brand power is reversed in its use;
- judgment: the narrower the scope, the stronger the brand;
- public opinion: it is not the advertising but the brand that creates the public opinion;
- Advertising: Appeared to the world, the brand, to survive the necessary advertising;
- words: the brand must be remembered by the consumer;
- credentials: the authenticity of any brand is important to success;
- quality: quality is very important, but it is not the one that creates the real brand;
- categories: a brand that is a leader should move the category forward, not itself;
- name: in the end, the brand is just a name;
- lengths: The best way to break a brand is to expand it to infinity;
- Communities: To create a category, a brand must collaborate with similar brands;
- kind: the best way to destroy a brand is to give it a generic name;
- companies: brand is brand, company is company, there is a clear difference between them;
- sub-brands: sub-brand destroys what is created by branding;
- teammates: need to know when and where to launch a second brand;
The attractiveness of a construction company.

Associations that provide corporate advantages, the added value of construction products to increase the investment system symbols and functional, emotional, visual characteristics that create stakeholder unique and positive construction company brand is proposed, which is defined as a long-term asset, which is formed from a set of characteristics and characteristics, the identification of the brand with the brand leads to a decrease in the ability to define the brand as a system category that affects the functioning of businesses. There are certain problems in the approach, the brand building process is a set of activities aimed at creating it and a value is formed, which consists of total values and total costs. Allows you to identify the various features, characteristics and provisions that shape brand value.

The advantage of the approach is that it defines the functional characteristics and characteristics that allow to provide directions of brand use in the enterprise management system. The disadvantage of the approach - focusing on specific features and characteristics leads to a decrease in the completeness of the definition of the brand and the ability to make sound management decisions.

Value approach (K. Bovet and U. Arens, K. Buksha, L. Wood): aimed at defining a brand through the prism of cost characteristics, is considered as a long-term asset that forms the added value of the product. It connects value and brand, determines that brands can assign one or the other value, then abandon it and use any other value. The brand stands out: name, slogan, packaging, logo, corporate identity, brand image, way of interaction with the outside world. The total value of a brand, shaping its value, distinguishes functional, emotional and self-expressive components. Allows you to form a quantitative basis, in value form, to make effective management decisions, to introduce a diagnostic and monitoring system of brand assessment, to systematically investigate changes in its formation and use. As part of the approach, there are problems with the completeness and quality of the information used to evaluate some of the indicators that shape brand value.

The combined approach (E. Golubkov, O. Kendyukhov, S. Dimitrova, L. Radkevich, O. Kuzhilev, I. Reshetnikov): is determined by the set of features and characteristics, the provisions presented in the previous approaches. The brand is defined as a trademark; synonymous with a trademark, sometimes a trademark; a generic view of the product, the sum of all the mental connections that are created between buyers and the product of that brand; prestigious, popular, well-known trademark. The following characteristics are distinguished: the properties of the product, its name, packaging, price, history, reputation, advertising tools that reflect the symbiosis of the impressions that the brand has on consumers.

A system consisting of qualitative, quantitative, physical, emotional and intellectual traits is formed. The formation and use of the brand is influenced by external positioning, internal culture, company mission, high level of intellectual capital, external marketing concept, corporate development concept.

The set of functional, emotional and expressive promises to the target buyer are distinguished. As part of the approach, the brand building process is a set of activities aimed at creating it and a value is formed, which consists of total values and total costs. Allows you to identify the various features, characteristics and provisions that define the brand as a system category that affects the functioning of businesses. There are certain problems in reducing the level of information and analytical support, due to the complexity of obtaining information on some characteristics and characteristics, the identification of the brand with the brand leads to a decrease in the ability to determine its uniqueness and management.

Therefore, taking into account the presented theoretical and methodological approaches, the concept of a construction company brand is proposed, which is defined as a long-term asset, which is formed from a set of system symbols and functional, emotional, visual characteristics that create stakeholder unique and positive associations that provide corporate advantages, the added value of construction products to increase the investment attractiveness of a construction company.
On the basis of generalization of theoretical and methodological approaches, regulatory and legal factors are determined factors of formation and use of the brand of construction enterprise: emotional, consumer value of the brand, stakeholder relations, changes in the value of the brand of construction products, its strength, corporate culture and security, the level of financial status. The factors of formation and use of a construction company brand provide a quantitative basis for its evaluation. The proposed factors form the information and analytical support of the assessment, which is the basic system element for determining the relevant indicators and building a diagnostic system for creating and using a brand of a construction company. This made it possible to create a systematic environment for creating organizational and economic foundations for the development and use of the construction enterprises brand and provided opportunities for the use of modern tools for increasing the investment attractiveness of construction enterprises and making sound management decisions [2].

Conclusions.
Thus, the definition of the concept "brand of construction enterprises" is offered, a distinctive feature of which is the consideration of system symbols and functional, emotional, visual characteristics, which create unique and positive associations for the stakeholders, which allows to secure the growth of investment attractiveness, to apply the modern economic management tool, to form a quantitative basis for making sound management decisions;

The substantiated factors of formation and use of the brand of construction enterprises on the basis of basic emotional, consumer, stakeholder, value, corporate, security, financial characteristics, which unlike the existing ones, allows to develop and implement an approach to the integral evaluation of the brand and to develop its organizational and economic form using.
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